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Energy
Saudi official selling price: Saudi Aramco increased its official selling price for Arab Light to Asia in
November by US$0.70/bbl to a premium of US$3/bbl over the Oman/Dubai benchmark, which
takes the OSP to the highest level seen since January 2014. The increase in the OSP shouldn’t
come as too much of a surprise, particularly following the Saudi attacks in mid-September. This is
the second consecutive month where we have seen an increase in the OSP to Asia, and is reflective
of the tightening crude market. However, this tightening is clearly not reflected in the flat price,
with ICE Brent under continued pressure, trading below US$58/bbl, given the poorer macro data we
have seen this week.

European refined product inventories: The latest data from Insights Global shows that refined
product inventories in the ARA region declined by 352kt over the last week to total 5.63mt. Draws
were seen across all products, although fuel oil saw the biggest decline, with stocks falling by
183kt. In the aftermath of the Saudi attacks, we did see increased European flows of gasoline to
the Middle East, while middle distillates supplies from the Middle East to Europe have also slumped,
which has proved supportive for gasoil cracks.

Metals
LME nickel stocks: The run on nickel stocks at LME warehouses continues with nearly 17kt of
stocks withdrawn since start of the month. LME inventory levels fell to a five-year low of 140.9kt
yesterday, with on-warrant stocks falling to a decade low of 55kt on 1 October 2019. The
upcoming ban on Indonesian nickel ore exports has created a rush to withdraw metal from LME
warehouses and secure supply. Asian inventories have led the decline, with stocks falling from
around 120kt in mid-September to 71kt currently. The LME nickel cash/3M spread made a fresh
high of US$214/t on Tuesday and remains at around US$150/t currently.

Indian gold imports: Media reports suggest that India’s gold imports fell 86% year-on-year (down
9% month-on-month) to 13.5 tonnes in September, due to higher gold prices and increased import
duties. September imports are the lowest in nearly three years, and reflect the poor demand for
physical gold at these elevated prices. A slowdown in economic growth have further weighed on
gold demand in the country, with year-to-date imports down 12% YoY to total 521 tonnes over the
first nine months of 2019. Physical gold demand is at odds with investor demand, where we
continue to see increased interest as a safe haven.
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